DISCLAIMER FLICKMYHOUSE |General
Use of this website of Flickmyhouse (Truefip B.V.) and the related services and actions for external
users. Access to and use of this website means that the user agrees to the following and to the
general terms and conditions of the company.
|Use of website
the information shown on this website has been compiled with care by Flickmyhouse, but
Flickmyhouse cannot guarantee its accuracy and completeness. Flickmyhouse provides on this
website only Real Estate (Rental properties) (Holiday homes) and services (Flight tickets)
(Furniture) (Offers) (FlickmyWheel) offered by Flickmyhouse. Changes may be made without prior
notice. Neither this website nor the websites of affiliate partners or documents to which access
can be obtained via this website contain an invitation to purchase services or products. Without
verification or further advice, use of the products or services offered is at the user's own expense
and risk.
|Information from affiliate partners, products and services
Information provided by affiliation partners, references or hyperlinks to other websites that are not
the property of Truefip B.V. are included for the sale or offer of the user of this website. Although
Flickmyhouse is extremely selective with regard to the information of third parties that is included
on this website or the websites to which reference is made, it cannot guarantee the content and
the functioning thereof, nor the quality of any products and/or services that are offered on it.
Flickmyhouse does not give any guarantee nor does it accept any liability with regard to the
content of such websites.
|Intellectual property rights
All data displayed on this website, including texts, photographs, illustrations, graphic material,
(trade) names, logos, trademarks and service marks, are the property or licence of the company
and are protected by database law, copyright, trademark law and/or any other intellectual
property right. The (intellectual) property rights are in no way transferred to (legal) persons who
gain access to this site. The content of this website may only be used for non-commercial private
purposes. The user of this website is not permitted to multiply, forward, distribute, disseminate or
make available to third parties against payment, without the prior express written consent of the
company. Content of this website in which one or more social sharing buttons or deep links have
been placed by Flickmyhouse, the user of this website may forward it for
non-commercial private purposes.

|No liability
Any liability for any damage resulting from access to and use of this website is expressly rejected by
the company. Furthermore, no guarantee is given for the faultless and uninterrupted functioning of
this website. Although Truefip B.V. makes every effort to keep the content of this website as up to
date and complete as possible, Truefip B.V. cannot offer any guarantee for the accuracy, validity,
completeness or topicality of the received products or services that are published on this website or
to which access is offered through this website. Truefip B.V. does not accept any liability in that
respect.
|Applicable law
This website and this disclaimer are governed by Dutch law.
|Complaints service
Flickmyhouse particularly appreciates it when you submit your question, problem or complaint.
Because this way Flickmyhouse can try to find a suitable solution. Moreover, it offers the
opportunity to improve the service to you and other customers. See the contact details.
|Financial alerts
Flickmyhouse is only the online-platform and always only asks for email data and never for other or
extra data. Flickmyhouse does not receive any Commission, Rentals, Deposit, or Down payments of
the offered Rental and Holiday rentals. Also watch out for fishing: Internet criminals fish with fake
emails, sms or whatsapp to your private data.
|Contact

Flickmyhouse (part of Truefip BV)
Nieuwpoortkade 9
1055 RX Amsterdam

